Utilizing this 3 day Core Concepts Course provides Maintenance and Reliability Technicians a comprehensive overview of 20+ focus areas.

Not only do attendees benefit from the knowledge and skills gained in the course, they also gain a globally recognized CMRT certification when passing the optional CMRT exam.

When coupled with the output from the optional CMRT exam, an organization is able to build individual development plans for workforce development.

Core Concepts course topics include:

**Disassembling and inspecting components for troubleshooting**

**Preventing injuries through best practices for maintenance safety**

**Reducing downtime with work plans for preventive and predictive maintenance**

Contact us for upcoming Maintenance and Reliability Technician Core Concepts Course opportunities or to host a course at your site.
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This course covers competence and knowledge of specific tasks within four domains.

- **Maintenance and Reliability Practices**
- **Preventive, Predictive and Condition-based Maintenance**
- **Troubleshooting and Analysis Approaches**
- **Corrective Maintenance Actions**

The benefits of obtaining a CMRT certification

Earning the CMRT credential indicates that a maintenance and reliability technician is a well-rounded, multi-skilled professional who can work efficiently.

Not only does the CMRT certification help a technician advance their career personally, it also allows their employer to increase the return on its investment (ROI) in training dollars. An organization can form an individual development plan for a certified maintenance and reliability technician based on pay-for-progression steps, starting with the strengths and opportunities that the CMRT certification identifies.

Our three-day Maintenance and Reliability Technician Core Concepts Course is an excellent and holistic approach to educating technicians on the knowledge and skills necessary for driving Maintenance and Reliability Best Practices. The course fee includes instruction and materials. Registration, payment and scheduling for the CMRT Exam will need to be coordinated via SMRP on their website at www.smrp.org/Certification.

Contact us for upcoming Maintenance and Reliability Technician Core Concepts Course opportunities or to host a course at your site.
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